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Turkey has a small but globally focused local competition bar, where stand-alone firms compete 
with practices that benefit from big-name partnerships to serve international clients. 

ELITE

Unlike other firms in Turkey, competition is ELİG GÜRKAYNAK 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW’s key focus, says Gönenç Gürkaynak, head of 
the firm’s 45-member competition team. ELİG Gürkaynak indisput-
ably houses the country’s largest and most well-known antitrust prac-
tice, mostly thanks to Gönenç Gürkaynak’s experience and expertise. 
He filed the first merger notification under Turkey’s fledgling competi-
tion law in 1997 and has since helped build Turkey’s premier competi-
tion practice. Gönenç Gürkaynak is proud of his firm’s investment in 
the next generation of antitrust lawyers and in gender balance. 

Gönenç Gürkaynak led the team defending Google in all four of 
the Turkish enforcer’s recent behavioural probes into the company. 
In 2019, the agency began investigating whether Google favours its 
own services in local search and also launched a separate probe into 
Google’s alleged abuse of dominance in search advertising. In February 
2020, the enforcer fined Google €12 million for abusing its dominance 

in the e-commerce market – a decision the company says it will appeal 
against. Gönenç Gürkaynak is also assisting Google with ongoing com-
pliance obligations resulting from the authority’s Android probe. In 
January 2020, Gönenç Gürkaynak secured acquittals for two logistics 
companies accused of forming anticompetitive agreements with par-
cel delivery companies such as TNT and UPS.

ELİG Gürkaynak boasts an impressive roster of clients for whom 
it has recently provided merger control advice, including General 
Electric, Rolls-Royce, The Walt Disney Company and Mercedes-Benz. 
The firm recently secured local clearance for several global deals, rep-
resenting Thales in its acquisition of Gemalto, Nidec in its purchase 
of Whirlpool and The Walt Disney Company in its acquisition of 20th 
Century Fox. The team also regularly assists Turkish companies in 
sectors such as shipping and energy to obtain all-important exemp-
tions from competition rules.
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nominees Clients

ELITE

eLIG Gürkaynak Attorneys-
at-Law Gönenç Gürkaynak

3 partners
4 counsel
1 economist
37 associates

2

Google, General electric, rolls-royce, The 
Walt Disney Company, Michelin, Warner 
Bros, Thales, Nidec, Mercedes-Benz Turkey, 
Monsanto
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